
Call of the Sea 

Chapter 6 – In Chapter 5, we hoped to go across the Umpqua bar at 0630.  After 

thinking about it for a few seconds, we proceeded out.  I kind of figured that if my wife 

and crew Pat had an objection she would raise it after the Coast Guard said we could 

proceed, “but be safe”. 

The bar was much worse than I had imagined.  We 

tried to move closer to the south jetty, but a small 

fishing boat screamed up alongside us.  The Coast 

Guard made them come back and told us to get 

even closer to the jetty.   Sunnyside rocked forward 

into the waves then lifted over the next wave.  The 

waves were coming over the bow on to the front 

window every few seconds.  Sydney our dog for the 

first time showed concern over the situation. 

Somehow we managed to get over the bar without breaking anything and while Pat 

was not happy, she was indicating that she would be 

abandoning ship at the next port.  The bar effects left us 

rapidly as we headed south and the sea was relatively 

calm with heavily overcast skies. 

A few hours later we were headed over the Coos Bay bar.  

Coos Bay claims that this bar is the safest and easiest to 

cross on the Oregon Coast.  When we arrived it was clear 

that the bar was easy to cross.  The bar is protected on 

the north and south by points that stick out making it a 

natural harbor d northerly winds are restricted from 

causing significant seas.   It could be that strong westerly or significant rollers from 

the west could be a problem, but today it was 

an easy crossing. 

As we moved up the channel there were many 

beautiful sights.  The rough terrain coupled 

with the green trees on the hillside represented 

both where we were coming from and where 

we were headed.  That is, the green world of 

the northwest coupled with the desert of the 

southwest. 



When we arrived at Charleston Harbor we found the transient docks to be the first 

dock on the right.  It became apparent that the sea lions had also utilized these docks 

as transient docks as all of the slip fingers were listing 10-20 degrees.  When we pulled 

in we also found out that there were bolts sticking out and gashed the boat in two 

locations just forward of the beam.  Charleston was already not our favorite stop.   

Strike One! 

When we went to pay for the slip, we found that it was the highest price per day we 

had to pay at least so far down the coast.  Strike two!  Since we needed wait for a 

shipment from our water maker vendor, we went ahead and paid for a week.     

Then I search the area for an open (free) WIFI.   There were no free WIFI connections, 

but several pay WIFI networks.   So for the first time traveling down the coast we paid 

for WIFI.  Strike Three!   Strike three should have been enough to get back underway, 

but we were stuck there waiting for the water maker part from Village Marine. 

After a short time at the dock we realized that the crabbers and fishermen seemed to 

take over the docks.  Another sailboat pulled in with steering problems and the three 

crabbers lying on the finger just laid there 

resulting in the sailors having to step over 

them to tie up.  I had wondered about the 

signs in all the other ports we had stopped at 

that said “no fishing or crabbing from the 

docks”.  Now we understood why.  In addition 

to people lying all over the docks, when they 

were through for the day, they dump the old 

crab bate on the docks. (Fish guts all over)  

Bottom line, the Charleston transient dock is 

in poor condition and frequented by 

inconsiderate people with fish guts all over.   

Strike four! 

Fortunately our part came in early.  We installed it and went to the marina office to get 

our some of our monies back as we were leaving 

as soon as possible.  While the person that took 

care of finance for the harbor was a brunette, it 

became clear that she was really a blonde.   

Artificial intelligence I guess.  (Sorry about that!)  

Anyway after about an hour we got our money 

back.   

The one thing we did enjoy at Charleston harbor 

was the beach area.  We walked over there one 

evening, about a mile away.  The dog loved it and 

we were able to capture a great sunset picture over the Coos Bay bar. 



So the next morning we would get underway to anchor the next night at Port Orford, Oregon. 

Remember:  ”Don’t Dream your Life, Live your Dream”1     
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1 Slogan from Latitudes and Attitudes magazine.   
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